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TOOLS
Workplace Skills for Students – SAMPLE

These skills have been determined as critical skills for students to master. A legend for how to evaluate 
the level of student progress is included at the bottom of this page. This four-point scale allows you to 
assess performance against a standard for entry-level employees in your organization.

  Writes information in clear, logical, legible and 
complete manner.

Receives and responds appropriately to verbal 
and nonverbal messages.

Chooses words/manner of expression appropriate 
for the workplace. Reports emergencies.

Learns, reasons, makes decisions and solves problems.

Is punctual. Attends regularly. Informs supervisor of 
absences in a timely manner.

Demonstrates understanding of personal 
workplace appearance.

Initiates and completes tasks independently.

Can be trusted. Demonstrates integrity.

Works cooperatively with others.

Exhibits appropriate behavior when dealing 
with clients.

Works well with a variety of people.

Interacts appropriately in social settings.
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Comments:

Legend
Not Exposed: Student was not provided the opportunity 
to achieve this objective or demonstrate the skill.

Training Level: Preparing to become work-ready, but 
has difficulty completing tasks without prompting and 
repeated help. Does not readily request help. Does not 
attempt task before asking for or receiving assistance.

Improving Toward Entry Level: More work-ready. Has 
difficulty completing some tasks. May attempt task 
before asking for help. Needs prompting or assistance.

Entry Level: Meets and demonstrates the skills at a 
level equal to what is expected of any employee in a 
similar position. Completes tasks and work projects 
with and without help. Improves work using team 
or supervisor feedback. Meets quality standards.

Exceeds Entry: Demonstrates mastery of skills at a level 
above what is expected of any employee in a similar 
position. Uses information generated personally and 
by others to improve work quality. Identifies problems 
before they arise and makes adjustments accordingly. 
Exceeds work expectations for quality and attends to 
detail in the development of projects and assignments.
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